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GETTING STARTED
Before you start this process there are a few things you should know.
1. This is a multi-stage process that requires a fair amount of downloading, saving, calculating
and repasting of data. You will not be able to complete the whole process in one sitting. It is
recommended that you break the task out over several 2 to 3-hour increments.
2. Before you start, please determine where your files will be saved. At some stages, the files will need
to “communicate” with each other through links. In these cases, your process could be slowed if the
files are in different file locations (say one on your internal organizational drive and the other on your
desktop).

GATHERING DATA FROM ROOT SOURCES
INITIAL DATA COLLECTION
Step 1: Identify Your Green Sectors
• TPMA referenced the green economy sectors identified by O*NET. These included:
• Agriculture & Forestry
• Energy & Carbon Capture & Storage
• Energy Efficiency
• Energy Trading
• Environment Protection
• Governmental & Regulatory Administration
• Green Construction
• Manufacturing
• Recycling & Waste Reduction
• Renewable Energy Generation
• Research, Design, and Consulting Services
• Transportation
See link: https://www.onetcenter.org/initiatives.html#green-occupations
Step 2: Review HWOL Data
• CTDOL provided Help Wanted Online (HWOL) data from Burning Glass comprised of green jobs from
December 2019 – November 2019.
• TPMA reviewed the data and look at green jobs based on skills
• HWOL provided TPMA with a more filtered data sheet of skills of green jobs based on TPMA’s
determination of what were technically “green” jobs

Step 3: Organize Green Occupational Data
• TPMA organized the HWOL data into three tiers: very green jobs, somewhat green jobs, and not so
green jobs
• TPMA collected additional data through EMSI to provide additional insights for CTDOL, such as 2019
employment, 2024 employment, job change, and earnings
• Referencing the definitions of the above-mentioned green sectors in Step 1, organize the green
occupations into the appropriate sector classification into an Excel spreadsheet. See example below:

*Note: some of your identified occupations will not be an exact fit into the green sectors – this will take
a little objectivity to make the best determination. Also, for the purposes of this project, some sectors
were combined due to a limited number of occupations in that sector. Those sectors were grouped
accordingly by definitions.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR DATASETS
The following datasets must be collected to create the most efficient pathway. Data pulls from O*NET
and Emsi must include 100 critical occupations.
O*NET Data Sets
Download the full list of Importance and Attribute Scores for each KSA:
• Knowledge (K)
• Skills (S)
• Abilities (A)
As well as some affiliated data:
• Career Changers Matrix
• Career Starters Matrix
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EMSI Datasets (Top 50 for each category):
Download the names of each of the following items along with the percentage of postings that contain
each of the following:
• Common Skills
• Hard Skills
• Qualifications

DEVELOP ANALYTICS FRAMEWORK FOR CAREER PATHWAYS ARTICULATION
The purpose of this part is, firstly, to combine data from Connecticut’s 2019 Critical Occupations list with
the O*NET data (KSA data) and Competency data from Emsi (Emsi data) into a single spreadsheet. Then,
develop correlation matrices to analyze career pathways options.
One important thing to note at this stage is that the Emsi data and the KSA data will be structured very
differently, so different processes are necessary for each of these datasets.
PART III: CONSOLIDATING EMSI DATA
We will start with the Emsi data first. During Part II you will have downloaded 100 individual Job Posting
Analytics spreadsheets with 18 different tabs. The tabs you will be using are at the end of the list and
are titled “Top Hard Skills,” “Top Common Skills” and “Top Qualifications.” The structure of each tab is
similar. See below for example.

Step One: To ease the process of analyzing the data, the first step is to move the relevant statistics from
the 100 spreadsheets to a single spreadsheet which will be called “Emsi Competency Aggregator.” When
you create this file, create four tabs titled “hard”, “common”, “quals” and “deduplicator.” From here
proceed through the following steps.
Step Two: Be forewarned, this step is fairly labor intensive. You will need to compile three deduplicated
lists of the Top Hard Skills, Top Common Skills and Top Qualifications, which means you need to open up
each individual occupation file, copy and paste all the hard skills, common skills and qualifications into
your “Emsi Competency Aggregator”’ spreadsheet. After pasting all data into a list, you need to use the
“remove duplicates” feature in excel to trim the list to just one record of each competency.
Note, the length of each list could reach several 10,000’s long. If the list becomes unwieldy and hard to
keep track of you can de-duplicate in the middle of the process without doing any harm. See below, for
example:

Step Three: Using “Hard Skills” for example, paste the deduplicated list of hard skills into the far-left
column. Then in the top row of this spreadsheet enter in the SOC codes for each of the 100 critical skills.
These will serve as the headers of your spreadsheet. Note, prior to entering in the SOC code add an
apostrophe to prevent excel from auto-formatting the SOC code as a date (for example: ’11-1021). For
example, see below:
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Step Four: Use the following VLOOKUP formula to pull in the statistics from the individual occupation
files:
=VLOOKUP($A3,’[11-3021.xls]Top Hard Skills’!$A$5:$E$55,2,FALSE)
After entering this formula drag it all the way down to the bottom of the list of hard skills. This will
populate the list with the frequency of posting score for each hard skill. Note, for the time being, all the
values will be listed as “#N/A.” Don’t worry about this. It’s by design.
Step Five: Drag this formula to the next column, in this case SOC 11-3031. You can keep the syntax of the
formula the same, but you need to update the SOC value to “11-3021”. Then drag the formula down the
list, as with the first occupation. Then repeat this step for each of the 100 critical occupations.
Step Six: You should now have a matrix full of “#N/A” records. To activate these formulas, you will need
to consecutively open each of the Emsi Job Posting Analytics files. As you do so, you will see the data
populate into the “hard” tab. Some cells will still be “#N/A”. This is because Emsi only provides the top
50 hard skills, common skills and qualifications for any given occupation. Hence, in many cases there
will be no record for a particular aptitude. As long as some of the cells contain real data, you are doing
things correctly. It is recommended that you open 10 to 15 files at a time to do this migration process.
Attempting to open all 100 at the same time would likely be overly taxing to your computer’s RAM. Also,
opening a discrete number of files routinely will make it easier to keep track of which occupations you
have transferred data for and which ones you have not.

Step Seven: Once you have opened 10 to 15 Emsi Job Posting Analytics files and verified that the data
have transferred, you will need to copy and paste values for those occupations, while the corresponding
file is open. If you close a file before copying and pasting, you will lose the data and it will revert to
“#N/A”. Repeat this process for all 100 critical occupations.
PART IV: CONSOLIDATING KSA DATA
As noted above, the KSA data from O*NET will be in a single file rather than 100 individual files as with
the Emsi Job Posting Analytics data. There are, however, many other data points in this file so you will
need to pare down and consolidate it.
Step One: Open up the KSA Full Data sheet that you created during Part I. Now, create a new
spreadsheet called “KSA Translator.” You will need to paste in all the KSA Element IDs and Element names
into columns A and B of this spreadsheet. Unlike the Emsi Data Consolidation process, you will not need
to open lots of individual files and transfer a deduplicated list of skills. In fact, all of the O*NET SOC
codes have a score for every one of the 120 O*NET element IDs. Hence, after pasting these data into the
spreadsheet you will have a list that is 121 rows long (the first row is for the headers). You will need to
append this list with one more labeling column in column C. To keep clear what type of element you are
looking at in each row, add K, S or A into this column. It is easiest to do this prior to doing any resorting
of the data. To error check yourself, there are 33 K’s, 35 S’s, and 39 A’s. At this point, your spreadsheet
should resemble the image below:
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Step Two: Lastly, add each of the 100 SOC code’s as the column headers for columns D through CY.
As previously, please use the ‘ mark in front of each SOC code, as this will prevent excel from autoformatting it as a date. Once, complete your spreadsheet will now resemble the snapshot below:

Step Three: Next, you will need to use a formula to transfer the values for each occupation into the KSA
Translator file. The secret to this step is an INDEX MATCH formula. In the first cell that will house the KSA
data, cell D2, paste the following formula:
{=INDEX([KSAs.xlsx]All!$H$2:$H$29111,MATCH(1,([KSAs.xlsx]All!$F$2:$F$29111=”IM”)*([KSAs.xlsx]
All!$D$2:$D$29111=$A2)*([KSAs.xlsx]All!$A$2:$A$29111=D$1),0))}
Note the brackets at the beginning and end of the formula. These can be simultaneously pressing the
Ctrl+Shift+Enter keys on your keyboard. This is called an array formula. Excel requires array formulas
when it is performing multiple calculations on different components of data at the same time. This
formula is telling excel to identify the correct value in column H of the KSAs spreadsheet based on the
combination of Element ID, SOC code, and Importance contained in the array formula. Once entered,
this formula can easily be dragged through the remainder of the spreadsheet. The final result will look
like the example on the following page.

PART V: CREATING A CORRELATIONS MATRIX
The steps above are sufficient for reporting the KSA and Emsi Competency Data in two simplified
spreadsheets. However, the task of this analysis is not just to report a list of skills data, but to provide a
framework for judging skills compatibility between different occupations. To accomplish this, you must
create a matrix that demonstrates the skill set correlations between each occupation and the other 99
occupations on the list.
Correlation metrics (or sometimes called Pearson correlation coefficients) are a useful tool for data
analysts to compare several categories of data to determine similarities and differences. It would be
quite tedious to review the skill profiles for each individual occupation and determine how similar each
critical occupation is with the other 99. But, by developing a correlations matrix, we are developing a
statistically reliable shortcut for achieving this end. In statistical terns, correlation demonstrates how
much variability in one thing is explained by the variability in another thing. The scale of the correlation
score used in this analysis is from 1.00 to -1.00. The higher the number the more similar the skill sets.
The lower the number the more the skill sets move in opposite directions. To use an example, it is
instinctively clear that the following two occupations are very similar in terms of skill sets: Accountants &
Auditors, and Financial Managers. Since these occupations are very similar, it is not surprising that they
have a very high correlation metric of 0.85. Conversely, when looking at two occupations that are very
different: Personal Financial Advisors and Software Developers, Applications, it is not surprising that the
correlation is very low, -0.02.
One last note on the data before we go dive into producing the correlations matrix. Each of the three
different data categories utilized in this step tell very different stories, i.e.: O*NET KSAs, Hard Skills
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and Common Skills. Just as importantly for statistical analysis, these categories also possess varied
distributions. In other words, the way the data are scattered between the highest and lowest options are
not consistent across the three data sets. For this reason, it is not advisable to merge the three datasets
together prior to producing the correlations matrix. Unfortunately, this means that you will be working
with three different correlation matrices when producing career ladders. How to use these three
matrices in this process will be covered in the Part VI: Ladder Creation section that follows.
Step One: Create a spreadsheet that lists the SOC codes on both the top row and along the first column.
There will be no data in this spreadsheet to begin with. You have simply set up a frame for the data that
will fill in the matrix that is 100 columns by 100 rows. Label this tab “hard,” for Hard Skills; do the same
two more times and name the tabs “common,” and “KSAs.” At this stage your spreadsheet will resemble
the snapshot below:
Step Two: Starting with the “hard” tab paste the following formula into cell B2.
=CORREL([Emsi Competency Aggregator]hard!$B$3:$B$1571,[ Emsi Competency Aggregator]
hard!B$3:B$1571)
Then drag this formula rightward all the way to the end of the list of occupations, which will be column
CW. If done correctly, you should notice a few things. Firstly, the value in cell B2 is 1.00. Secondly, the
values vary within the range of -1.00 and 1.00 across the remaining cells. The reason the first cell is equal
to 1.00 is that the formula is literally correlating the skills of the first occupation, 11-3021: Computer
and Information Systems Managers, with itself. Naturally, there is no variation in those two sets of data
and the correlation. Hence, the metric finds a perfect match, equal to 1.00. As you work through these
remaining rows, you will see the same phenomenon in the diagonal cells across the matrix.
Step Three: Now skip down one row, and over one column and start with cell C3, paste in the following
formula:
=CORREL([Emsi Competency Aggregator]hard!C$3:$C$1571,[ Emsi Competency Aggregator]
hard!!C$3:C$1571)
Note that the formula is very similar to the first, except that references have skipped from column B to
column C. This is because you now want to compare all other occupations to the second occupation
on your list, 11-3031: Financial Managers. As before, drag this formula across the entire length of the
spreadsheet until you reach column CW. However, in this case, you will note that the cell B3 has been
left blank. Don’t worry about this for the moment, it is by design. At this point, your spreadsheet should

resemble the snapshot below (remember, this is merely an example of the layout).

Step Four: Repeat this process for all of the remaining rows. With each row, skip down by one row and
over by one column and simply change the references one letter in the alphabet later than the prior
reference. For example, the formula in row 3 will include the letter D, row 4 will include the letter E,
and so on. Please note, this part of the process is not hard, but it is somewhat time-intensive. Pay close
attention to your cell references so you don’t have to come back and fix them later.
Step Five: At this point, the data are somewhat hard to interpret. You will use Excel’s conditional
formatting feature to get the interesting data points to pop out. To do this, select your whole range of
data, excluding the header rows and columns. Go to the “Home” section of the banner in excel, and find
the tab titled “Conditional Formatting” button, as shown below:
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Then select the “color scales” option and select the first option with gradients of red and green. Once
completed, your spreadsheet will look like the snapshot below.

Step Six: At this point you will have half of your matrix complete but there are two issues. Firstly, the
data are all linked and if you resort any of the data it is likely to lose the appropriate cell references.
Secondly, the lower left side of the matrix is entirely blank. To resolve both issues, create a new
spreadsheet called “Correlations Matrix No Formulas” and paste just the values into the first tab and
label it “hard.”
Now highlight the first row of data (row 2) and copy and paste transpose these values into the first
column (column B). As shown in the figure below, place your cursor in cell B3, and transpose (4th option
in the Paste Options) into cell B3 (it will copy Row 2 and mirror it within column B). The values have now
been flipped by 90 degrees.
Over time your spreadsheet will begin to resemble the snapshot below. You will need to repeat this
process 100 times to get all of the cells to transpose in the correct location.

Step Seven: Repeat the same process listed for Hard Skills for Common Skills, and KSAs. Note that as you
do so, you may run into some “#N/A” responses to your formulas. This is because in some of these cases
there are less data for the formulas to work with. As long as you see this to only a limited degree, there
is nothing to worry about. If you see “#N/A” in many places you may have generated an error in your
formulas. Your final result will look as the snapshot below.
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CREATING CAREER PATHWAYS AND CAREER LADDERS
PART VI: CREATING THE CRITICAL OCCUPATIONS CAREER MAP SPREADSHEET
The purpose of the Critical Occupations Career Map spreadsheet is to put all of the data you need to
know about this group of occupations into one place that can be referenced for creating the career
ladders, as well as communicating other important information to external audiences. It will pull from
numerous of the data sources previously mentioned in this document.
Step One: In a new excel sheet titled “Critical Occupations Career Map” you will need to add the
following column headers in columns A1 through AG1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOC
Title
2019 Jobs
2024 Jobs
Change (2019 - 2024)
Median Hourly Earnings
Annual Openings
Apr 2019 Unique Postings
Typical Entry Level Education
Work Experience Required
Typical On-The-Job Training
Career Phase
% of Workers with HS Diploma or Less
% of Workers with Associate’s, Certificate or Some College
% of Workers with Bachelor’s or Above
Common Job Title 1
Common Job Title 2
Common Job Title 3
Common Job Title 4
Knowledge 1
Knowledge 2
Knowledge 3
Knowledge 4
Knowledge 5
Skill 1
Skill 2
Skill 3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skill 4
Skill 5
Skill 6
Skill 7
Skill 8
Skill 9
Skill 10
Hard Skill 1
Hard Skill 2
Hard Skill 3
Hard Skill 4
Hard Skill 5
Hard Skill 6
Hard Skill 7
Hard Skill 8
Hard Skill 9
Hard Skill 10
Certification
Certification 2
Certification 3
Certification 4

All of the above information can be directly copy and pasted from the 100 Critical Occupation except the
% of Workers by Educational Level
Step Two: % of Workers by Educational Level
• First go to the following website to download the latest information from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics on educational level for adult workers, aged 25+: https://www.bls.gov/emp/tables/
educational-attainment.htm. Download the spreadsheet to the location of your working files.
• Within this spreadsheet, create three custom columns called “HS Diploma or Less,” “Associate’s,
Certificate or Some College,” and “Bachelor’s or Above”. Total the appropriate values for each column
into these new columns. The total for each row should be approximately 100%. It will vary somewhat
due to rounding in the BLS spreadsheet. To check yourself, create a header in column M called
“Total.” See snapshot:
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•

You will use a VLOOKUP formula in the “Critical Occupations Career Map” to bring in the % of
Workers by Educational Level for three different categories you created. The final result will look as
follows:

Step Three: Quality Control
• The process of generating this data, to this point, has not required a lot of human intervention. But
at this point you should step back and look at the data to make sure that it actually makes sense in
the real-world. Some knowledge, skills or qualifications data could be faulty due to EMSI’s machine
learning process. If anything looks off, consider removing it from the list and replacing it with the
next competency down your list that does make sense.

PART VII: CREATING PATHWAYS AND LADDERS
Spreadsheets you need:
• Matrix
• New Excel Sheet
• Critical Occupation Career Map
• KSA Translator (possibly)
To start ladder creation, go to the Matrix spreadsheet. Of the five tabs, go to the ‘KSAs’ tab.
Once there, open up the Critical Occupations Career Map Dataset created in Part VI.
Then filter the education level based on the career phase.
•

This will allow you to see where your entry level positions start, and how they begin to progress to
advanced positions

Create a new tab in your spreadsheet and title it KSA. Next, refer to the Matrix spreadsheet for the
following:
• Go to the KSA tab in the Matrix spreadsheet
• Then, copy over Column A from the Matrix spreadsheet to your new excel sheet and paste in the KSA
tab in your new spreadsheet.
(see images below for copying the data from the Matrix into the new spreadsheet).
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•
•
•

Refer back to the Matrix spreadsheet, specifically the KSA tab. Across the top of the KSA tab in the
Matrix spreadsheet, the SOC codes (11-3021, 11-3031, 11-9021, etc.) are laid out.
Highlight the column you wish to copy over from the Matrix to the new spreadsheet
When you paste, make sure to choose the option that allows you to paste the data validation (green
through red progression colors) with it.

Repeat for the remainder of the SOC codes that are laid out in the Occupation Data Tab.
Now, you must determine alignment among the occupations. To do so, you must compare the top line
(Row 2) which is stated as “1” because this is the occupation you are focusing on (in this case, 11-9021).
• Follow Row 2 and begin to identify which occupations share similar KSA’s as the occupation chosen.
This means that, with an aggregate of KSAs, these are the positions that are most closely aligned
based on occupational data. The higher the decimal (.9, .8, .7), the more aligned an occupation is
(and is typically a greener color). The lower the decimal (.2, .3, .4), the less aligned an occupation is
(and is typically a redder color).
Once you have sorted your new spreadsheet accordingly, click back over to the Occupational Data tab in
your new spreadsheet. Create a PowerPoint with your choosing of shapes, see below.

As you place the occupations, place mid-career in the middle portion of the PowerPoint slide and
Advanced occupations at the far-right side.
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This next step requires a mix of data and conceptual thinking.
Return to the excel sheet with the Occupational Data tab.

•

You may begin to see patterns based on career phase. As shown in the image above, for
Construction, entry level positions typically require a high school diploma or equivalent. The midcareer positions are similar.

Once all occupations have been put on the PowerPoint slide, what you may notice when looking at
your ladder is clutter. In this example, there is clutter with the mid-career occupations. In this, we refer
back to the Occupational Data tab, and begin to see where we can create layers within the mid-career
occupations.

Knowing that 1-1011: First-Line Supervisors of Production and Operating Workers methodologically
was an advanced career phase, but we found it better suited to be a mid-career occupation, that is
an example of an occupation that could be staggered our ladder (see image below for staggering). In
addition, when we look at the Occupational Data tab, we see that 47-2152: Plumbers, Pipefitters, and
Steamfitters requires typically requires an apprenticeship, which is more training than a standard high
school diploma. Additionally, 17-3026: Industrial Engineering Technician requires an associate’s degree,
which is more training than a standard high school diploma. Therefore, these are three occupations that
require more training, and can be progressed/staggered within our ladder (see image below).
To de-clutter the ladder based on career phase/educational attainment, we adjust our PowerPoint
document as follows:

Now that the ladder is less cluttered and follows a stronger educational pathway, it’s time to create
pathways.
Go to the KSA tab in your spreadsheet and add a filter across the top row.
• Then, filer the first SOC code (e.g. 51-4011) from “Largest to Smallest”
The data will filter, and you can begin to see pathways emerge.
• Look at cell B2, 51-4011: Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators, Metal and Plastic. Follow
Row 2 across to the mid-career occupations. You can begin to identify pathway progression.
• 51-4011 is closely aligned with 49-9043 (as a rule, we want to create connections where
pathways are .8 or greater). In addition, based on industry knowledge, we know that this is a
common pathway progression as well.
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Once the pathway has been identified as a strong lateral move, go to the PowerPoint Document and
create a pathway.
•

Insert → Shapes → Connector Elbow

Next, sort 49-9043: Maintenance Workers, Machinery, as this was the occupation that 51-4011:
Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators, Metal and Plastic was most closely aligned with.

As you move along pathway creation, some occupations may have pathways to multiple occupations.
It is okay to create multiple pathways from one occupation others (see image below – one color line
indicates one pathway).
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Once a pathway has been created from entry-level to an advanced position, start again with a new entry
level position. Filter the next entry level SOC code on the KSA tab in your new spreadsheet (e.g. C2 in the
example below).

(The examples above are to show connections that can take place across various career phases, the
connections are merely for example and are not based on the methodology presented above with the
expected of Computer Controlled Machine Tool Operators).

Career Phases that Do Not have a Connecting Pathway
As shown in the ladder below, Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers is a
mid-career occupation that does not have an entry-level position that connects to it.

While we mentioned above that there can be connections from entry to advance careers, we want to
be conscious that we are creating viable pathways that have progression at every level. Therefore, we
want to ensure that (if possible) all mid and advanced careers have an entry level position pathway
in the ladder. If there is no entry-level position in the ladder, we can pull a staffing pattern on EMSI to
download all occupations within the ecosystem (outside of the 100 critical occupations).
• Go to EMSI, choose Industry, then choose Staffing Pattern.
Based on the Ecosystem Industries spreadsheet (provided internally), you will search each NAICS code
within the staffing pattern.
• When you hit run, make sure there is a 10-year projection filtered for the timeline (this matches the
100 Critical Occupations data).
Once all NAICS codes have been inputted, hit “Download,” and a spreadsheet like the following will
populate.
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There are hundreds of occupations listed, and you will need to cut it down. This can be done by filtering
% of Total Jobs in Industry Group (column H) by “Smallest to Largest.” You will see 0.0%, 0.1%, etc. Delete
the lowest percentages off of the spreadsheet. (As a suggestion, delete any % of Total Jobs in Industry
group that is less than .5%)

Then, filter “Change (2019-2024)” by smallest to largest. You will see red, negative numbers appear at
the top. (As a suggestion, delete any change in occupation that is negative and/or less than a change of
100 occupational growth over the next ten years).

You will be left with a list that is shortened and will require further shortening. For the next level of
determination for which occupation should go into your ladder, determine education levels (Column J).
If you are specifically looking for entry level positions, filter the typical entry level position to match the
needs of the career phase you are creating a pathway for.

Once you have the education filtered, continue process of narrowing down based on % of occupations
in the industry and the number of change within the occupation. Narrow your list to 20 occupations that
have higher percentages within the industry, but also have strong occupational growth over the next ten
years (See below).
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What you will start to notice is that some of the occupations on the list are already within the ladder
(based on the 100 critical occupation list). This allows you to validate the 100 Critical Occupations, but
also see other strong occupations within the industry.
Making Connections to Transferable Jobs
Once all of the pathways have been created, we must now create transferable pathways. Starting back
at the beginning of the excel sheet with the copied over KSAs and Occupational Data, go to your KSA tab
and start at the beginning of the entry level occupations. Filter the first SOC code (see below).

Now, compare cell B2 with the other entry level occupations in Row 2. As shown above, 51-4011:
Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators, Metal and Plastic and 51-4121: Welders, Cutters,
Solderers, and Brazers are similarly aligned (being that they are .8 or above, using the same methodology
as above with the pathway creation). Now, we create a pathway to a transferable occupation on
PowerPoint.
By the time you’ve created all connections to different pathways and transferable occupations, your
ladder should look similar to the image below (the image below is reflective of methodology and
industry knowledge). As shown, the gray pathways at each career phase show transferability among
similar competencies and allow for progression among various pathways.

Creation of the Occupational Profile
Once the ladders have been created, there must be complimentary occupational data pulled for the
occupational profile.
Step One: Open the Career Map created in Part VI, because all of the information is housed here for the
Occupational Profiles.
Step Two: Open a blank Occupational Profile template in PowerPoint.
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Step Three: Referring to the Career Map dataset created in Part VI, begin inputting information
according to the occupation. (e.g. for 51-1011, input Cell D2 for Total Jobs for 2024, $25,56 for Median
Hourly Earnings, etc.)
Manipulating Data in the Occupational Profiles: Once all of the text has been implemented, there are
four pieces of information that still need to be manipulated in the profiles:
1. The Orange bubbles within Median Salary
2. Blue bubbles in Total Jobs for 2024
3. Requested Education
4. Similar Industries
First Manipulation: Median Salary and Total Jobs for 2024 Bubbles:
• Once you’ve created all the profiles for the occupations in the ladder, manipulate each bubble for
Median Salary and Total Jobs (this will be based on your eye-balling of where the bubble should go)
• Repeat this process for all 100 Critical Occupations.
Second Manipulation: The process for the Median Salary/Wages is the exact same for Total Jobs (the
lesser amount of jobs will be to the very left of the blue line, while the higher total jobs will be to the
very right). Repeat the same process as above for Total Jobs within the blue bubble (histogram).
Third Manipulation: the boxes in the Requested Education section must be manipulated. This, again, is
based on eye-balling where the lines must go.

The previous image illustrates what it will look like after you manipulate the boxes to their approximate
size based on the education level.
EDUCATIONAL & TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
Leveraging the crosswalk list of education and training programs by institutions in Connecticut (organized
by CIP code), you will need to sort CIP codes by SOC codes of our selected occupations. See example
below.

Next, add a new tab in this pre-generated spreadsheet (thanks to CTDOL) and organize education and
training programs as appropriate for each sector and occupation. For each sector, create two tabs: one
listing the CIP codes for each occupation (see below)…
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…and one for education and training programs for that respective sector (see below).
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